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Memory segmentation 
Since 8086 is a 16 bit processor, meaning its registers are 16 bit wide, and the processor supports 20 

bit addressing, the address information cannot be stored in a single registers and so memory 

segmentation is necessary to address 1MByte of memory. In this process the main memory of 

computer is divided into different segments and each segment has its own base address. 

Segmentation is used to increase the execution speed of computer system so that processor can 

able to fetch and execute the data from memory easily and fast. 

In memory, data is stored as bytes. Each byte has a specific address. Intel 8086 has 20 lines address 

bus. With 20 address lines, the memory that can be addressed is 220 bytes. 220 = 1,048,576 bytes (1 

MB).  8086 can access memory with address ranging from 00000 H to FFFFF H. 

In 8086, memory has four different types of segments. These are: 

 Code Segment 

 Data Segment 

 Stack Segment 

 Extra Segment 

The segments registers and offset registers necessary to locate memory in a specific segment are 

discussed below: 

 Code Segment (CS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64 KB segment with 

processor instructions 

• The processor uses CS segment for all accesses to instructions referenced by 

instruction pointer (IP) register. The IP is updated every time an instruction is 

executed so that the processor can execute the next instruction. 

 Data Segment (DS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment with 

program data 

• By default, the processor assumes that all data referenced by general registers (AX, 

BX, CX, DX) and index register (SI, DI) is located in the data segment  

 Stack Segment (SS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment with 

program stack 

• By default, the processor assumes that all data referenced by the stack pointer (SP) 

and base pointer (BP) registers is located in the stack segment. But Base pointer can 

also be used to generate address of other segments 

 Extra Segment (ES) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment, usually 

with program data 

• There is a class of instructions, called string operations,  that use  DI  to access 

memory locations addressed  by  ES  

The table summarizes the segment registers and offset registers necessary to generate the address 

in a specific segment 

Memory segment Segment register Offset register 

Code segment Code segment Register (CSR) Instruction Pointer (IP) 

Data segment Data segment Register (DSR) Source index (SI)/ 
Destination index (DI) 

Stack segment Stack segment Register (SSR) Stack Pointer (SP)/ 
Base Pointer (BP) 

Extra segment Extra segment Register (ESR) Destination Index(DI) 
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Physical address generation in memory segmentation 

 Logical Address is specified as segment: offset  

 Physical address is obtained by shifting the segment address 4 bits to the left and adding the 

offset address. 

 A4FB:4872h means offset 4872hwithin segment A4FBh 

 Thus the physical address of the logical address A4FB:4872 is: 

 

 

 
The BIU has a dedicated adder for determining physical memory addresses 

   
Figure 1 Generation of physical address in BIU 
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The figures below show  

1. Addition of IP to CS to produce the physical address of the code byte  

1. Addition of SS to SP to produce the physical address of the top of the stack 

2. Addition of data segment register and effective address to produce the physical address of 

the data byte 

 

1                                                  2 

 

3  
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Types of segmentation 
1. Overlapping segmentation 

2. Non overlapping segmentation 

Overlapping segmentation 

A segment starts at a particular address and its maximum size can go up to 64 Kbytes. But if another 

segment starts along this 64 Kbytes location of the first segment, the two segments are said to be 

overlapping segment.  

The area of memory from the start of the second segment to the possible end of the first segment is 

called as overlapped segment.  

It is instructive to see the layout of the segments in memory. Segment 0  starts  at  address  

0000:0000  =  00000h  and  ends  at  0000:FFFFh = 0FFFFh. Segment 1 starts at address 0001:0000=  

00010h  and ends  at  0001:FFFF  = I000Fh.  As we can see, there is a lot of overlapping between 

segments. Figure below shows the locations of the first three memory segments. The segments start 

every 10h= 16 bytes and the starting address of a segment always ends with a hex digit 0.  We call 16 

bytes a paragraph. We  call an address that is  divisible  by  16  (ends  with  a  hex  digit  0)  a 

paragraph boundary .  

Because segments may overlap, the segment:offset form of an address is  not  unique,  JS  the  

following  example shows. 

 
Figure 2 Example of an overlapped segmentation 
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Non overlapping segmentation 

A segment starts at a particular address and its maximum size can go up to 64 Kbytes. But if another 

segment starts after this 64 Kbytes location of the first segment, the two segments are said to be 

Non- overlapping segment.  

  
Figure 3 Example of an non overlapping segment 

The figure below describes the different type of segmentation of memory 
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Advantages of segmentation 

 Allows the memory capacity to be 1 Mbyte although the actual addresses to be handled are 

of 16-bit size 

 Allows the placing of code data and stack portions of the same program in different parts 

(segments) of memory, for data and code protection.  

 Permits a program and/ or its data to be put into different areas of memory each time 

program is executed, ie, provision for relocation may be done.  

The figure below shows the how physical address and segment:offset notation is linked 

 
Figure 4 Linear address represented in segment:offset notation 

 

 

1. What are the advantages of memory segmentation? 

2. The contents of the following registers are: 

CS = 1111 H 

DS = 3333 H 

SS = 2526 H 

IP = 1232 H 

SP = 1100 H 

DI = 0020 H 

Calculate the corresponding physical addresses for the address bytes in CS, DS and SS. 

3. Determine the physical address of a memory location given by 0A51:CD90h.  

4. A memory location has a physical address 4A37Bh.  Compute  

a. The offset address if the segment number is 40FFh.  

b. The segment number if the offset address is 123Bh. 

5. What is a paragraph boundary? 
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Cache memory  
The performance of a microprocessor system can be improved significantly by introducing a small, 

expensive, but fast memory between the microprocessor and main memory. The idea for cache 

memory was introduced in the IBM 360/85 computer. Later, the concept was implemented in 

minicomputers such as the PDP- 11/70. With the advent of very large scale integration (VLSI) 

technology, the cache memory technique has been gaining acceptance in the microprocessor world.  

A block diagram representation of a microprocessor system that employs a cache memory is shown 

in Figure 6. Usually, a cache memory is very small in size and its access time is less than that of the 

main memory by a factor of 5. Typically, the access times of the cache and main memories are 100 

and 500 ns, respectively.  If a reference is found in the cache, we call it a cache hit, and the 

information pertaining to the microprocessor reference is transferred to the microprocessor from 

the cache. However, if the reference is not found in the cache, we call it a cache miss. 

When there is a cache miss, the main memory is accessed by the microprocessor and the 

instructions and/or data are transferred to the microprocessor from the main memory. At  the  same  

time,  a  block  containing the  information  needed  by  the  microprocessor  is transferred  from the 

main  memory  to  cache. The block  normally contains 4 to  16 words, and this  block  is placed  in  

the  cache  using  standard  replacement  policies  such  as FIFO or LRU. This block transfer is done 

with the hope that all future references made by the microprocessor will be confined to the fast 

cache. 

 
Figure 5 Memory organization of a microprocessor system that employs a cache memory. 

Cache memories are generally made with SRAMS due to their speed.  
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DMA operation 
Normally microprocessor performs I/O read and memory write operations to transfer data from an 

I/O device to a memory. Similarly it performs a memory read and an I/O write operations to transfer 

a data from memory to I/O device. Every transfer between a memory and an I/O goes through the 

microprocessor. 

Direct Memory Access (DMA) technique provides direct access between memory and I/O device and 

enables Fast and Bulk data transfer without the assistance of a microprocessor. To achieve this 

operation another DMA controller such as 8237 is necessary. 

The 8086 in minimum mode has HOLD (DMA request) input and HLDA (DMA acknowledge) output 

pins to support DMA operation. Figure 7 below illustrates a basic DMA operation. 

DMA controlled data transfer from I/O device to memory is called DMA write and transfer from 

memory to I/O is called DMA read. DMA operation is mainly done when the data transfer capability 

of peripheral is higher than that of the processor. 

Advantage of DMA operation 

 Fast and Bulk data transfer 

 Improves system performance 

Application of DMA 

 Refreshing DRAM devices 

 Transferring bulk data between RAM and hard disk 

 

 
Figure 6 Basic DMA operation 
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DMA operation steps 

1. DREQ : Peripheral (I/O)   DMA controller  

2. HRQ : DMA controller Microprocessor (HOLD input) 

3. Then microprocessor 

i. Stops executing further instruction 

ii. Floats its buses 

iii. HLDA : Microprocessor DMA controller 

iv. DMA controller sends signal to virtually disconnects the microprocessor from the 

address, data and control bus and takes control of the three buses 

4. DACK : DMA controller  I/O 

5. DMA controller sends signal for proper control through the control bus 

i. For DMA read: 𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑅          and 𝐼𝑂𝑊       control signals 

ii. For DMA write: 𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑊           and 𝐼𝑂𝑅      control signals 

6. After the data transfer is finished, the DMA controller disables the HOLD signal and control 

goes back to microprocessor 

 

 

 

 

 

6. What is the basic difference between main memory and secondary memory?  

7. Can the microprocessor execute programs directly in hard disk?  Explain your answer.  

8. What is the basic difference between: (a) EPROM and EEPROM?  (b)  SRAM and DRAM? 

9. Given a memory with a 14-bit address and  an 8-bit word size. 

a. How many bytes can be stored in this memory?  

b. If this memory were constructed from 1K x 1 RAMS, how many memory chips would 

be required?  

10. What are the main differences between CD and DVD memories? 

11. How many address and data lines are required for a 1M x 16 memory chip? 

12. What is the advantage of using cache? 

13. Why is DMA operations used? 

14. Explain the steps necessary for DMA operation with proper diagram. 

15. What are the advantages of using DMA operation? 

16. What are the difference between SRAM and DRAM? 
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Addressing modes 
There are several addressing modes for addressing any memory location. They are 

1. Register Addressing   

2.  Immediate Addressing  

3.  Direct Addressing  

4.  Register Indirect Addressing  

5.  Based Relative Addressing  

6.  Indexed Relative Addressing  

7.  Based Indexed Relative Addressing 

8. String addressing 

9. I/O addressing 

10. Relative addressing 

11. Implied addressing 

Register addressing mode 

With the Register Addressing mode the operand to be accessed is specified as residing in an internal 

register of the 8086.  

Example:   MOV AX, BX 

This code moves the contents of BX (the source operand) to AX (the destination operand).Both the 

source and the destination operands have been specified as the contents of internal registers of the 

8086. 

Immediate Addressing  

The b-bit or 16-bit data is provided as a part of the instruction in the immediate addressing mode. 

The data occupies the immediate next byte to the instruction code in memory. 

Example:   MOV AL , 055H 

In this instruction the operand 055H is an example of a byte wide immediate source operand. The 

destination operand, which consists of the contents of AL, uses register addressing. Thus this 

instruction employs both immediate and registers addressing modes. 

 Direct Addressing  

The 16-bit offset address of a memory location is directly provided as a part of the instruction in 

direct memory addressing mode. Direct address references are usually relative to DS. 

Example:   MOV CX, [1234H] 

This addressing moves the contents of the memory location, which is offset by 1234H from the 

current value in DS (DS:1234H) into internal register CX. If DS contains 2000H, and the memory 

location 2000H:1234H, and 2000H:1235H contains CDH and ABH respectively the execution will load 

ABCDH into CX. This is because the destination set is 16 bit, so the source has to be 16 bit and so the 

2 bytes are combined to form the 16 bit data. The location larger is the higher byte and smaller 

location is the lower byte of the 16 bit data. 

 To change reference register to any other use a segment override: 

o mov ch, [es:OverByte] 

o mov dh, [cs:CodeByte] 

o mov dh, [ss:StackByte] 

o mov dh, [ds:DataByte] 

 An override occupies a byte of machine code which is inserted just before the affected 

instruction 
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 Register Indirect Addressing  

Register indirect addressing is similar to direct addressing, that an effective address is combined with 

the contents of DS to obtain a physical address. However it differs in a way that the offset is 

specified. Here EA resides in either a pointer register or an index register within the 8086.The 

pointer register can be either a base register BX or a base pointer register BP and the index register 

can be source index register SI or the destination index register DI.   

Example   MOV AX, [SI] 

This instruction moves the contents of the memory location offset by the value of EA in SI from the 

current value in DS to the AX register. 

It is to be noted that memory to memory addition is not possible. 

 

 
Another example 
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Register indirect addressing mode working 

 
 

 
Figure 7 Register indirect addressing mode working 

Based Relative Addressing  

In the based addressing mode, the physical address of the operand is obtained by adding a direct or 

indirect displacement of 8 bit or 16 bit from the contents of either base register BX or base pointer 

register BP and the current value in DS and SS respectively.   

Example MOV AX, D8[BX] or MOV AX, d16[BX] 

The instruction copies a word from data segment memory at the offset of d8/d16 + [BX]. If d8 is 04h, 

and BX contains 1234H, and DS contains 2000H, then the execution of MOV AX, d8[BX] instruction 

copies the content of 21238H (2000H:1234H+04H) into AL and the content of 21239H into AH. 

Example MOV AX, D8[BP] or MOV AX, d16[BP] 

The operation performs similar operation to that of using BX, but copies a word from the stack 

segment. 

Example   MOV [BX] . BETA , AL 

This instruction uses base register BX and direct displacement BETA to derive the EA of the 

destination operand. The based addressing mode is implemented by specifying the base register in 

the brackets followed by a period and direct displacement .The source operand is located in the byte 

accumulator AL. 

Based relative addressing mode working 

 
 

 
Figure 8 Based relative addressing mode working 
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 Indexed Relative Addressing  

Indexed addressing mode works identically to the based addressing but it uses the contents of the 

index registers instead of BX or BP, in the generation of the physical address.  

Example MOV AX, D8[SI] or MOV AX, d16[SI] 

The instruction copies a word memory location at the offset of d8/d16 + [SI] in the data segment 

into AX. If d8 is 04h, and SI contains 1234H, and DS contains 2000H, then the execution of MOV AX, 

d8[BX] instruction copies the content of 21238H (2000H:1234H+04H) into AL and the content of 

21239H into AH. 

The working of indexed relative addressing mode is similar to that of Based relative addressing mode 

working, but only You may substitute si or di in the figure 6 to obtain the [si+disp] and [di+disp] 

addressing modes. 
 

As seen in the above two sections based addressing and indexed addressing is similar and 

have similar notation. There are many notations that can be used.  

 Any of the following expressions are equivalent: 

o [register + displacement]  

o [displacement + register] 

o [register] + displacement 

o displacement + [register] 

o displacement[register] 

 The register must be bx, bp, si, or di. 

 If bx, si, or di is used, ds contains the segment number 

 If bp is used, ss has the segment number 

 The addressing is called based if bx or bp is used; it is called indexed if si or di is used 

 

Based Indexed Relative Addressing 

Combining the based addressing mode and the indexed addressing mode together results in a new, 

more powerful mode known as based indexed addressing.  

Example MOV AX, D8[BX][SI] or MOV AX, d16[BX][SI] 

The instruction copies a word memory location at the offset of d8/d16 + [BX] + [SI] in the data 

segment into AX. If d8 is 04h,BX contains 0002H and SI contains 1234H, and DS contains 2000H, then 

the execution of MOV AX, d8[BX] instruction copies the content of 2123AH (2000H:1234H+04H) into 

AL and the content of 2123BH into AH. 

Example:   MOV AH , [BX] . BETA [SI] 

 Here the source operand is accessed using the based indexed addressing mode. The effective 

address of the source operand is obtained as EA=(BX)+BETA+(SI) 

 In this mode the offset address is the sum of: 

o the contents of a base register (bx or bp) 

o the contents of an index register (si or di) 

o optionally, a variable's offset address 

o optionally, a positive or negative constant 

 There are many valid ways to write the operand, some of them are: 

o [base + index + variable + constant]  

o variable[base + index + constant] 

o constant[base + index + variable] 
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The following are some examples of Based-Indexed addressing modes: 

 
                mov     al, disp[bx][si] 

                mov     al, disp[bx+di] 

                mov     al, [bp+si+disp] 

                mov     al, [bp][di][disp] 

You may substitute di in the figure above to produce the [bx+di+disp] addressing mode. 

 
You may substitute di in the figure above to produce the [bp+di+disp] addressing mode. 

Suppose bp contains 1000h, bx contains 2000h, si contains 120h, and di contains 5. Then mov 

al,10h[bx+si] loads al from address DS:2130; mov ch,125h[bp+di] loads ch from location SS:112A; 

and mov bx,cs:2[bx][di] loads bx from location CS:2007. 
 

Use of Based, Indexed, and Base-Indexed Modes  

 Based and indexed addressing mode is often used for array and string processing 

 Based-indexed addressing mode can be used for two dimensional arrays 

 We will discuss these in greater detail later 

 

 

String addressing 

Used for string instructions 

EA (Effective Address) of source data is stored in SI reg. and the EA of destination data is stored in DI 

reg. 

I/O addressing 

I/O addressing is used for I/O operation. The I/O ports can be also addressed as : 

 Ex: OUT PORT_ADD, AL or OUT AL, PORT_ADD  

I/O addressing can be of two types 

 Direct I/O addressing 

 Indirect I/O addressing 

Direct I/O port addressing 

 Used to access data from standard I/O mapped devices or ports. 

 Example: IN AL, [09H]: the content of port with address 09H is moved to AL 

Indirect I/O port addressing 

 Used to access data from standard I/O mapped devices or ports and the instruction will 

specify the name of the register which holds the port address. 

 Example: OUT [DX], AX : the content of AX is moved to port whose address is specified by DX 
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Relative addressing 

Relative Addressing Mode –Jumps and CALL instructions. Jump and call instructions can be used for 

short jumps within currently selected 64 KB code segment, as well as for far jumps anywhere within 

1 MB of memory. All conditional jump instructions can be used to jump within approximately +127 

to -127 bytes from current instruction. Ex: JMP label_name 

Jump and Call Instructions. 

JZ label, JC Label, JMP Label 

Implied addressing 

The data value/data address is implicitly associated with the instruction. The instructions have no 

operand. Examples include 

STC  Set Carry flag 

CLC  Clear Carry Flag 

 

Seven of the most commonly used addressing modes are summarized in the figure below. 

 
 

17. Explain the addressing modes of 8086. 

18. Marut chapter 8 exercise question no 1 

 

 

 

 

 


